We start a project treating spectral problems by twisted groupoid methods. To Hausdorff locally compact groupoids endowed with a continuous 2-cocycle one associates the reduced twisted groupoid C * -algebra. Elements (or multipliers) of this algebra admit natural Hilbert space representations. We show the relevance of the quasi-orbit structure of the unit space of the groupoid in dealing with spectra, norms, numerical ranges and ǫ-pseudospectra of the resulting operators. As an example, we treat a class of pseudo-differential operators introduces recently, associated to group actions. Other topics and examples will be covered in a subsequent paper.
Introduction
This is the first paper of a larger project, involving operator algebras and groupoid methods in spectral analysis. Being a very general, but still concrete and versatile setting, groupoid theory served both as a tool and as a source of examples for C * -algebras and, eventually, in their applications to spectral problems. It seems pointless to sketch here a history of these topics.
Our emphasis is on situations when a 2-cocycle is added to the structure. In the classical reference [40] , twisted C * -algebras (full and reduced) are associated to the couple (Ξ, ω) , where Ξ is a locally compact groupoid with Haar system and ω is a continuous 2-cocycle (a cohomological object). However, most of the subsequent works (but by no means all) neglected ω , taking it to be trivial. Concerning spectral applications, especially, it seems that the twist did not raise much interest. We cite [6] for an exception; in this articleétale groupoids with a cocycle, mainly associated to some discrete group action, are involved in spectral analysis, especially concerning the continuity of spectra of families of operators.
The present article focuses on spectra of various elements and operators constructed from multipliers of the groupoid C * -algebras by localizing in a natural way, using the elements x ∈ X of its unit space.
They are precisely what appears to be interesting in practical situations and enjoy a useful and meaningful covariance property. This one immediately shows that what really matters (within unitary equivalence and equi-spectrality) is not the unit x, but its orbit O x with respect to the obvious groupoid equivalence relation. But a much finer result follows from considering quasi-orbits (more often, and self-explaining, called orbit closures).
Many applications of C * -algebras to spectral analysis rely on a very simple principle: a morphism between two C * -algebras is contractive and reduces the spectrum of elements. In addition, if it is injective, it is isometric and preserves spectra. In concrete situations, one has to arrange things to put this principle to work in a relevant way. Having a groupoid behind the stage makes things easier. This approach could be considered simpler than others relying on spectral (semi-)continuity and the limit operator method [31, 39] .
In the next section we review basic facts about groupoids endowed with a 2-cocycle, following mainly [40] , having in mind readers with a reduced exposure to groupoid algebras. This includes defining the regular representations and the reduced twisted groupoid C * -algebra. As said above, injectivity of morphisms plays an important role. In Proposition 2.5 we show that the regular representation corresponding to a unit belonging to a dense orbit is faithful. It is a key property allowing one to transfer spectral information from abstract elements to Hilbert space operators and play an important role in most of the proofs. We only found the untwisted case in the literature, but existing proofs where easy to adapt to the presence of the cocycle. The groupoid is not supposed to beétale or second countable, which would have limited the range of applications. This insures a greater level of generality, compared with results existing in the literature, even if the cocycle is neglected.
Sections 3 and 4 are dedicated to the abstract spectral results. We introduce a partial order relation on the family of quasi-orbits of the unit space, or more generally on the family of closed invariant subsets. Each such subset defines reductions at the level of the twisted groupoids and at the level of the C * -algebras. We show norm and spectral monotony with respect to these reductions. The Hilbert space operators obtained by applying regular representations still respect this monotony. In particular, it follows that if two units generate the same orbit closure (which is usually much more general than belonging to the same orbit), then the corresponding operators are isospectral. Even more, they have the same ǫ-pseudospectra, the same numerical ranges and the same polynomial hulls. These extra spectral quantities are rather trivial for normal elements. If the elements are not normal, they are extremely relevant, especially to applications, and subject to a lot of classical or recent research. We only cite [11, 13, 17, 21, 22, 42] .
In particular, on minimal quasi-orbits Q , the results become very simple: they assert that the mentioned spectral quantities, computed for the corresponding family {H x | x ∈ Q} of operators, are constant. To our knowledge this is new for the numerical range (Theorem 4.4) and for the polynomial hulls (Corollary 4.7), even if ω = 1 . For pseudospectra, our Theorem 4.2 should be compared with Corollary 4.9 from [5] . If we fix a Hilbertian setting, our result is more general, and not only because the twist is present. However, in [5] Banach space operators are treated and groupoid techniques would hardly be adapted to such a situation.
Constancy of the spectrum of covariant families of operators labeled by the points of a minimal system has a long history. Being closer to our point of view, we only mention papers as [3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 29, 30] ; they contain other relevant references, Most of the previous results of this type strictly refer to the minimal case, which is only a particular situation here. Considering a fixed quasi-orbits Q , we put into evidence a decomposition Q = Q g ⊔ Q n , where Q g is a dense subset of "generic points", on which the spectral quantities are always constant. In other situations, this has been used in [32, 33] . This is connected with the notion of "pseudo-ergodic elements" used in [4, 5] for similar purposes.
We also avoided using spectral continuity in proving the result. Our groupoids are quite general (they are not associated to actions of discrete groups) and, in addition, they are twisted. On the other hand, in [4, 5] there are results for families of operators in Banach spaces that we cannot treat by groupoid methods, a feature we already mentioned above. It would be nice to find unifying methods leading to optimal results and not excluding Banach space operators.
Our interest in the subject originated in the fact that the magnetic pseudo-differential calculus in R n (cf. [23, 34, 35] and references therein) may be reformulated in a twisted groupoid framework. In this case one has a transformation groupoid associated to some R n -action, the cocycle corresponding to a variable magnetic field; it is built from fluxes through triangles of the magnetic field, seen as a differentiable 2-form on R n . The resulting situation is, however, very particular. Much more general pseudo-differential formalisms on non-commutative groups have been constructed recently [41, 36] and a version with cocycles already exist [15] (still rather undeveloped technically). In Section 5 we use it as an exemplification of our abstract results. The untwisted case is treated in [33] .
Minimal sets in locally compact dynamical systems constitute a classic, well-studied topic. In particular, minimality admits many reformulations [2, 20] . In an Appendix we prove generalizations of some of the minimality criteria to groupoids, since we did not encounter such results in the literature. Almost periodic points are defined in terms of a suitable property of groupoid syndeticity.
In a forthcoming publication we intend to deal with Fredholmness, essential spectra, localization and non-propagation properties of Hamiltonians associated to twisted groupoids. Other examples will be included, in order to illustrate the larger spectral picture. Unbounded operators will hopefully be addressed, using affiliation techniques; but the great achievement would be the inclusion of twisted pseudodifferential operators on Lie groupoids in the sense of Hörmander. Without cocycles this is already a well-developed topic ( [1, 18, 37, 26, 43] and many others) and spectral applications are available, cf. [16, 27] for example. The twisted case will need some more technical efforts. 2 Twisted groupoid C * -algebras
As general notations, we deal with groupoids Ξ over a unit space Ξ (0) ≡ X. The source and range maps are denoted by d, r : Ξ → Ξ (0) and the family of composable pairs by Ξ (2) ⊂ Ξ × Ξ . For A, B ⊂ X one uses the standard notations
Particular cases are the d-fibre Ξ x ≡ Ξ {x} , the r-fibre Ξ x ≡ Ξ {x} and the isotropy group Ξ x x ≡ Ξ {x} {x} of a unit x ∈ X.
An equivalence relation on X is defined by x ≈ y if x = r(ξ) and y = d(ξ) for some ξ ∈ Ξ . This leads to the usual notions of orbit, invariant (saturated) set, saturation, transitivity, etc. The orbit of a point x will be denoted by O x = r(Ξ x ) . Definition 2.1. We call admissible groupoid a Hausdorff, locally compact groupoid Ξ with fixed right Haar system λ = {λ x | x ∈ X} . Composing with the inversion Ξ ∋ ξ → ι(ξ) ≡ ξ −1 ∈ Ξ , we get the left Haar system {λ x | x ∈ X} .
Particular cases are the 2-coboundaries, those of the form
for some continuous map σ : Ξ → T . We write ω ∈ Z 2 (Ξ; T) and δ 1 (σ) ∈ B 2 (Ξ; T) . The quotient
is called the second group of cohomology of the groupoid Ξ.
If (Ξ, λ, ω) is given, C c (Ξ) ≡ C c (Ξ, ω) becomes a * -algebra with the composition law
and the involution
Then, by the usual procedure [40] , one gets the (full) twisted groupoid C * -algebra C * (Ξ, ω) . We do not describe its construction, because we are going to work with the reduced version, to be introduced below. Recall that for every x ∈ X there is a representation
These regular representations are associated to (induced from) Dirac measures ν = δ x on the unit space. Among others, the regular representations serve to define the reduced norm
The completion of C c (Ξ), · is denoted by C * r (Ξ, ω) , it is called the reduced twisted C * -algebra of the twisted groupoid (Ξ, λ, ω) and generally it is a quotient of C * (Ξ, ω) . The isomorphy class of both the full and the reduced twisted groupoid C * -algebras only depend on the cohomology class of the cocycle
Remark 2.4. It follows easily that for every ξ ∈ Ξ one has the unitary equivalence Π r(ξ) ≈ Π d(ξ) , so the regular representations along an orbit are all unitarily equivalent:
The next result is well-known for untwisted groupoid C * -algebras that are second countable (see [10, Prop. 2.7] for instance). We are going to need it in our general case. Proposition 2.5. Let ω be a 2-cocycle on the admissible groupoid Ξ with dense orbit M ⊂ X. For every
Proof. The proof is based on adaptations to the twisted case of arguments from [25, 10] .
One defines the C 0 (X)-valued scalar product · | · :
(it is easy to check that the cocycle disappears from the formula). This and the right action
Hx .
Using this, for f, g ∈ C c (Ξ, ω) we get
A Hilbert C 0 (X)-module is surely the space of continuous sections over a continuous field {K x | x ∈ X} of Hilbert spaces, while the adjointable elements T ∈ B L 2 (Ξ, λ) may be written as * -strongly continuous fields of operators {T x ∈ B(K x ) | x ∈ X} , the norm of T coinciding with sup x T x B(Kx) . One shows exactly as in [25, Th. 2.3] that there is a representation Π :
. The Hilbert spaces K x and H x are unitarily equivalent; under this equivalence, Π(f ) x becomes Π x (f ) for every x ∈ X and f ∈ C * (Ξ, ω) .
Using the abstract Lemma 2.2 from [25] , one shows immediately that the reduced norm can be recuperated from any dense subset D ⊂ X of units:
Without cocycle, this is [25, Corollary 2.4(a)]. Now one sets D = M = the dense orbit and take into consideration our Remark 2.4, asserting that along the orbit the representations Π x are mutually unitarily equivalent. If Π x 0 (f ) = 0 for some x 0 ∈ M , then (2.3), with D = M , shows that f is zero.
In the non-unital case, faithfulness is preserved for any unitization (extension of the representation)
If A is also locally closed (the intersection between an open and a closed set), then A is also locally compact and Ξ A will also be an admissible groupoid, on which one automatically considers the restriction of the Haar system. Remark 2.6. If A is closed and invariant, one has an epimorphism of groupoid C * -algebras
where ω A is the restriction of ω to Ξ (2) A . On continuous compactly supported functions the epimorphism ρ A acts as a restriction. In such a case, let x ∈ A ; one has the regular representations
(the fibers Ξ x and Ξ A,x coincide). It is easy to check, and will be used below, that Π x = Π A,x • ρ A .
Spectra and quasi-orbits
In this section we are going to assume that the groupoid Ξ , with unit space X, is admissible and that ω is a continuous 2-cocycle on Ξ . Recall that a surjective * -morphism Φ : C → D extends uniquely to a * -morphism Φ M : C M → D M between the multiplier algebras; if C and D are σ-unital (separable, in particular), then Φ M is also surjective. For each locally closed invariant subset B of X one often sets
; the index B = X will be skipped. It is also convenient to abbreviate H y := L 2 (Ξ y ; λ y ) for every y ∈ X.
Let us denote by inv(X) the family of all closed, Ξ-invariant subsets of X. For A, B ∈ inv(X) with B ⊃ A one has the restriction morphism
For an element F belonging to C M , for every B ∈ inv(X) and for every x ∈ X, one sets
. We are interested in the spectra of the elements F B and of the operators H x .
We start with a simple result about these restrictions.
The norm inequality follows from the fact that any C * -morphism is contractive.
A subfamily of inv(X) is particularly interesting, so we are going to need some terminology.
Definition 3.2. (i)
The quasi-orbit generated by x ∈ X is Q x := O x = {z ∈ X | x ≈ z} . Even without specifying x , a quasi-orbit is simply the closure of an orbit. Quasi-orbits are also called orbit closures. Then qo(X) ⊂ inv(X) denotes the family of all quasi-orbits.
(ii) We define a quasi-order on X by x ≺ y ⇔ Q x ⊂ Q y , with the associated quasi-orbit equivalence relation (generally weaker than ≈)
More generally, if A ∈ inv(X), the families qo(A) ⊂ inv(A) are defined similarly, in terms of the reduced groupoid Ξ A ; clearly qo(A) can be seen as the family of all the Ξ-quasi-orbits that are contained in A . In particular, if A = Q ≡ Q y is a quasi-orbit,
may be very rich in many examples. Subsequently we will also need the notation qo 0 (Q) := qo(Q)\{Q} for the family of quasi-orbits strictly contained in Q .
Obviously, by the unitary equivalence of Remark 2.4, still true for the extensions to the unitizations, one has sp(H x ) = sp(H y ) if x ≈ y . The next result, relying on the spectral monotony of Proposition 3.1 and on the injectivity result of Proposition 2.5, gives us the finer information that the spectrum actually depends only on the generated quasi-orbit.
(ii) In particular, if x and y generate the same quasi-orbit, written above as x ∼ y , then
Proof. Clearly, one only needs to show the first statement (i).
Recall that, Q x being invariant, the d-fiber Ξ Qx x of the reduced groupoid Ξ Qx coincides with Ξ x . In terms of the extended induced representation
, one has by Remark 2.6
In addition, the reduced groupoid Ξ Qx has a dense orbit O x . By Proposition 2.5 applied to the groupoid Ξ Qx , the representation Π Qx,x is injective, thus Π M Qx,x is also injective. Similar statements hold for the point y . So, by Proposition 3.1, one has
In addition, injective representations are isometric, and the norm inequality in (i) also follows from Proposition 3.1.
A closer look at points on a given quasi-orbit gives us more refined spectral information. Definition 3.4. Let x ∈ Q ∈ qo(X) .
(i) We say that x is generic (with respect to Q) and write x ∈ Q g if x generates Q , i.e. Q x = Q .
(ii) In the oposite case we say that x is non-generic (with respect to Q) and write x ∈ Q n .
(iii) The quasi-orbit Q is said to be Ξ-minimal if it does not contain any non-trivial closed subset.
The next result follows immediately from the definitions:
Corollary 3.6. Let Q be a given quasi-orbit. Then sp(H x ) and H x B(Hx) do not depend on x ∈ Q g . In particular, if Q is Ξ-minimal, then sp H x | x ∈ Q is constant.
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of Theorem 3.3 (ii). Then the second one follows, since one has Q n = ∅ precisely when Q is Ξ-minimal.
Minimality in dynamical systems is a standard topic; see [2, 20] for example. In the Appendix we describe minimality in the general groupoid setting.
If one aims only at proving Corollary 3.6, concentrating only on what happens on the generic points, there is a more direct approach (but using the same ideas). Let us assume (to simplify notations) that the groupoid Ξ is topologically transitive, i.e. that there is at least one dense orbit. Thus there is a quasi-orbit Q = X. We sketch below the proof of the following result: Proposition 3.7. For a unit x ∈ X the following assertions are equivalent:
The point x is generic, meaning that its orbit is dense.
(ii) The representation Π x is faithful.
The minimal case corresponds to asking the three properties for every x ∈ X; in particular constancy of the spectrum follows. Particular cases of this proposition are in [30, Th. 4.3] and [3, Th. 3.6.8].
Proof. The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) is our Proposition 2.5. Concerning the converse, in [10, Lemma 2.6] the untwisted case is treated, but the proof stands as it is if the 2-cocycle is present.
The equivalence between (ii) and (iii) is simple. On one hand, an injective morphism preserves the spectrum. In the opposite direction, use the fact that for normal elements the spectral radius coincides with the norm, showing that Π x is isometric.
Example 3.8. There is a powerful method to construct new more sophisticated groupoids from simpler ones, which, however, does not loose control over the (quasi-)orbit structure. Let d, r : Ξ → X be a locally compact groupoid,X a locally compact space and ς :X → X an open continuous surjection. Let
be the associated pull-back groupoid [10] . We recall the structural maps:
Note the relations between orbits and quasi-orbits in the two groupoids (closures commute with open continuous surjections):
defines a 2-cocycle on Ξ (other cocycles might exist). In practice one could start with a well-understood twisted groupoid Ξ and construct the pull-backΞ for some interesting open continuous surjection ς . Assumptions on Ξ transfers easily toΞ , mainly by (3.1), so one can formulate spectral results for the operators Hx :=Πx(F ) |x ∈X , whereF belongs to the twisted groupoid C * -algebra ofΞ or to its multiplier algebra. As an example, if Ξ is minimal, the pull-back is also minimal and one can apply Corollary 3.6 in a more interesting case.
Pseudospectra and numerical ranges
We place ourselves in the setting of the previous section. In particular, Ξ is an admissible groupoid with unit space X, endowed with a 2-cocycle ω . One deals now with ǫ-pseudospectra and numerical ranges. The proofs will be abbreviated, indicating only the main ideas. We recall that one has to deal with unital C * -morphisms: groupoid restriction maps ρ M AB and faithful representations Π M Qx,x . Let C be a unital C * -algebra and F 0 , F 1 , . . . , F n ∈ C . For each λ ∈ C one defines [22, Sect. 3.3 ] the operator polynomial
(ii) For every ǫ > 0 the ǫ-pseudospectrum of F is defined as
By convention, one sets
We speak of the standard (or the linear) case when F 0 ≡ F ∈ C , F 1 := −1 C and all the other F j are zero. Then F(λ) = F − λ1 C and we recover the usual notions of spectrum and ǫ-pseudospectrum of the element F . If F is normal, the ǫ-pseudospectrum is just an ǫ-neighborhood of the spectrum and the situation is simple; we are mainly interested in the non-normal case. We refer to [17, Sect. 9] for a detailed study, many examples and applications of pseudospectra (in a Hilbert space setup), as well as for generalizations to which our approach also works. It is argued that for non-normal operators the concept is more useful and easier to control then the usual spectrum.
The next result generalizes the Hilbert space case of [5, Corollary 4.9] from several points of view. However, in [5] operators in Banach spaces are treated, and our groupoid methods are unsuited for this. 
where Q x is the quasi-orbit generated by x and F
Similar notations are used with x replaced by y . The ǫ-pseudospectra below are computed in the corresponding C * -algebras.
(ii) In particular, if x, y generate the same quasi-orbit, H x and H y have the same ǫ-pseudospectrum.
Proof. The basic abstract reason is that under a C * -morphism the ǫ-pseudospectrum decreases and, if the morphism is injective, it is invariant. In our concrete situation, this is used in the same way as in the proofs of the results of Section 3, relying on the twisted groupoid formalism, and we are not going to repeat the arguments.
The assertion about the behavior of the ǫ-pseudospectrum under C * -morphisms follows easily from the definition (4.2), from the fact that C * -algebras are stable under inversion, C * -morphisms decrease norms and are isometric if they are injective. One can also use the equality
combined with an obvious spectral inclusion (resp. equality) under applying C * -morphisms (resp. injective C * -morphisms). Recall that ρ M Qy,Qx is surjective.
We switch now to numerical ranges, in a version adapted to operator algebras [11, 13, 22, 42] .
Definition 4.3. Let S(C ) be the state space of the unital
It is known to be a closed convex subset of C containing the convex hull of the spectrum:
For normal elements these are equalities, and this case will be less interesting below. If H ∈ C = B(H) for some Hilbert space H , then anr(H) is the closure of the (spatial) numerical range [21] nr(H) := Hu, u H u ∈ H , u H = 1 .
It is clear that two unitarily equivalent operators must have the same numerical range, thus the same algebraic numerical range. This can be applied to two operators H x and H y associated to units x ≈ y situated on the same orbit. But this is trivial. (ii) In particular, if x ∼ y the operators H x and H y have the same algebraic numerical range.
Proof. Once again, mimicking the proofs of the results for the spectrum from Section 3 (which rely on the groupoid framework), we are reduced to check that the algebraical numerical range shrinks under unital C * -morphisms and is left unchanged if the C * -morphism is injective. For convenience, we indicate the simple proof. If µ : C → D is a unital C * -morphism, the transpose
If µ is injective, then µ * is surjective (by the Hahn-Banach Theorem) and we get equality.
Remark 4.5. One can rewrite the algebraic numerical range in various ways, making use of norms and/or spectra. We cite a couple of them [11, 42] ; recall that, by convention, the norm of a resolvent is ∞ when the parameter belongs to the spectrum:
• Let K ⊂ C be closed and convex. Then anr(F ) ⊂ K if and only if (
• A similar result in which compact convex sets are replaced by closed half-planes.
• Denoting by B(z, r) the closed ball of C centered in z with radius r, one has
Then other proofs of Theorem 4.4 are possible, using the obvious behavior of norms and spectra under various types of C * -morphisms. This task is left to the reader. 
It is easy to show that
and all the inclusions may be strict. Actually, the intersection of num(p, H) and hull(p, H) (respectively) over all polynomials are equal and coincide with the polynomial convex hull of sp(H) [17, Th. 9.4.6].
Concerning these sets computed for the operators associated to the units of a twisted groupoid we only state a result about the minimal case, for simplicity: Corollary 4.7. Suppose that the unit space of the admissible twisted groupoid (Ξ, ω) is minimal. For every polynomial p and every F ∈ C * r (Ξ, ω) M the two families
Proof. This follows easily from our previous results about norms and numerical ranges and from Definition 4.6.
5 Pseudo-differential operators associated with twisted dynamical systems It will be clear that, for some purposes, only part the assumptions will be needed. Many classes of groups are admissible, as Abelian, compact, exponential (including the nilpotent ones), many types of solvable, connected real algebraic and semi-simple Lie groups. A discrete group is type I if and only if it is the finite extension of an Abelian normal subgroup.
Recall that the locally compact group G , with full group C * -algebra C * (G) , is called type I (or postliminal) if for every irreducible unitary representation π : G → B(H π ) , all the compact operators on the representation Hilbert space H π are contained in the C * -algebra π C * (G) . Here π is the integrated form of π , acting on L 1 (G) ⊂ C * (G) by π(u) := G u(a)π(a)da . Other characterizations are available [19] . The definition is less important than its main consequence, the existence of a Plancherel measure and a Fourier transformation, that we now briefly review under the full assumption that G is admissible. Full details can be found in [19] ; see also [36] .
We set G for the unitary dual of G , composed of unitary equivalence classes of strongly continuous irreducible Hilbert space unitary representations. There is a standard Borel structure and an important measure m (called the Plancherel measure, unique up to a constant) on G . One can choose a m-measurable field H ϑ | ϑ ∈ G of Hilbert spaces and a measurable section G ∋ ϑ → π ϑ such that each π ϑ is an irreducible representation in H ϑ belonging to the class ϑ . Sometimes, by abuse of notation, instead of π ϑ we will write ϑ, identifying irreducible representations (of the measurable choice) with elements of G .
Let us denote by B(
the Hilbert space direct integral of Hilbert-Schmidt operator spaces over the base G, m , with the usual scalar product
The Fourier transform, basically defined by
. On suitable subspaces of B 2 ( G) , the explicit form of the inverse reads
These preparations would be enough to introduce the pseudo-differential calculus of [36] . But we are interested here in its twisted generalization studied in [15] , and even in an extension to dynamical systems, generalizing the treatment of [9] (see also [36, Sect. 7.4] ). So there is one more ingredient to introduce.
Let (θ, Ω) be a twisted action of the (admissible) group G on the Hausdorff locally compact space X. This means that θ : X × G → X is a continuous action to the left (θ b • θ a = θ ba , ∀ a, b ∈ G) and
is a continuous 2-cocycle (of the group opposite to G) with values in the unitary group C(X; T) of the multiplier algebra of the C * -algebra C 0 (X) . With the notation Θ a (φ) := φ • θ a (leading to a right action) , by definition, Ω is required to satisfy
The 2-coboundaries are here defined as
for some continuous function Σ : G → C(X; T) .
Let us denote by C 0 (X)⊗L 1 (G) the completed projective tensor product of the Banach spaces C 0 (X) and L 1 (G) and by
the partial Fourier transformation in the second variable.
Definition 5.2. The twisted pseudo-differential operator associated to the symbol Φ ∈ F C 0 (X)⊗L 1 (G) and to the point x ∈ X acts on u ∈ L 2 (G) as
We send to [15, 36] for technical details, properties and extensions. See also Remark 5.7 and Lemma 5.8.
Remark 5.3. Formula (5.5) would look more familiar for Abelian G , for which the Fourier theory is simpler: G is a group (the Pontryagin dual), with Haar measure m , and the irreducible representations are all 1-dimensional (characters). In particular the symbol Φ is scalar-valued, being simply a complex function on the "phase-space" G × G , so the trace in (5.5) is spurious. Let us forget the cocycle for a moment, assuming that Ω ≡ 1 . If G = R n , then G identifies to R n and π ϑ (ab −1 ) reads e i(a−b)ϑ . If, in addition, X = G = R n and θ is the (free, transitive) action of R n on itself by translations, then the operators Op x (Φ) | x ∈ R n are mutually unitarily equivalent and Op 0 is the usual (right) pseudodifferential quantization. A general version of the τ -quantization (covering the Kohn-Nirenberg and the Weyl calculus) is possible [36] , but we don't use it here. The twisted pseudo-differential quantization in the R n -case is mainly motivated by the quantum theory of systems placed in a variable magnetic field and is treated in [9, 23, 28, 34, 35] .
Let us mention the notations we use in connection with the dynamical system (X, θ, G) . The orbit of a point x ∈ X is denoted by O x := θ G (x) and its quasi-orbit Q x := O x is the closure of the orbit. We write x
• ∼ y if Q x = Q y . A given quasi-orbit Q can be decomposed as Q g ⊔ Q n , where y ∈ Q g (generic point) if Q y = Q and z ∈ Q n (non-generic point) if Q z is strictly contained in Q . (ii) If Q ⊂ X is a minimal quasi-orbit, then the operators Op x (Φ) | x ∈ Q have the same spectrum, the same norm, the same ǫ-pseudospectrum and the same numerical range.
The assumptions of the theorem will hold true below. We first put the setting above in a groupoid perspective and then we will deduce the theorem from our previous results. Define the transformation groupoid Ξ := X ⋊ θ G , equal to X ×G as a set, with the product topology and the structure mappings
Thus the fibers are
and Ξ x x is the isotropy group of x under the action θ . Lemma 5.5. The transformation groupoid X ⋊ θ G is admissible. The standard notions associated to the dynamical system (X, θ, G) correspond to those of the transformation groupoid: For x, y ∈ X one has
Proof. If X and G are locally compact and Hausdorff, X ⋊ θ G is also locally compact and Hausdorff. If m is a Haar measure on G , then {δ x ⊗ m | x ∈ X} is a Haar system on X ⋊ θ G . The equality of the two types of orbits follows from the explicit form of d and r . This implies immediately the other assertions.
Lemma 5.6. The formula
provides a one-to-one correspondence between group 2-cocycles (5.2) associated to the action θ and groupoid 2-cocycles ω of the transformation groupoid Ξ := X ⋊ θ G . The correspondence ω ↔ Ω preserves cohomology (coboundaries correspond to coboundaries).
Proof. The verifications are straightforward. For example, assuming that (θ, Ω) is a twisted action of G on X, one computes for composable elements ξ := θ ba (x), c , η := θ a (x), b , ζ := (x, a)
The forth equality is (5.3) ; the others are just consequences of the definitions.
On the other hand, if Ω = δ 1 (Σ) , as in (5.4), one sets σ = Ξ → T , σ(x, a) := [Σ(a)](x) and then
Remark 5.7. It follows easily that one can identify the twisted groupoid C * -algebra C * X⋊ θ G, ω with the twisted crossed product [38] C 0 (X)⋊ Ω Θ G . This makes the magnetic pseudo-differential calculus in R n [23, 28, 34, 35] part of the twisted groupoid framework. The C * -algebra C 0 (X)⋊ Ω Θ G is basically the enveloping C * -algebra of the Banach * -algebra C 0 (X)⊗L 1 (G) , with a certain * -algebraic structure [14] defined by the twisted action (θ, Ω) .
Proof. In terms of the twisted action (θ, Ω) the twisted groupoid composition can be written
For fixed x there is an obvious unitary identification
under which the regular representation associated to x reads
A priori (5.6) makes sense as it is on C c (X×G) and extends by continuity to
and (5.6) also makes sense on C 0 (X)⊗L 1 (G) . These and the Fourier inversion formula (5.1) imply the result. In (5.5) the right-hand-side should be interpreted as an iterated integral, the integration in G being done first.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. The Lemmas above established a full dictionary between the twisted groupoid and the twisted dynamical system settings. Then the theorem follows from the results 3.3, 3.6, 4.2 and 4.4.
Remark 5.9. For simplicity, in Theorem 5.4, we only made use of the twisted groupoid algebra (or, equivalently, of the twisted crossed product). General elements of the multiplier algebras, in this case, are not easy to figure out. But a particular case is easily accessible. Suppose that the symbol Φ only depends on the first variable, i.e. Φ(x, ϑ) := V (x) for some bounded continuous function V : X → C (a "potential"). Then Op x (V ) is the operator in L 2 (G) of multiplication with the function G ∋ a → V [θ a (x)] ∈ C and it can be added in the theorem. The groupoid interpretation yields from the fact that the C * -algebra of all bounded continuous complex functions on X embeds naturally as multipliers of the twisted groupoid C * -algebra, as it follows from [40] [II, Prop. 2.4(ii)] for instance.
Example 5.10. Minimality for locally compact dynamical systems, relevant in Theorem 5.4, is an amazingly rich and complex phenomenon, going much beyond almost periodicity. It encompasses distal and almost automorphic behavior, and not only. It is not the right place here to make a summary of this topic. We refer to [2, 20] for comprehensive treatments and especially to [24] for a more condensed reference presenting a unified picture.
Appendix. Minimality in groupoids
A Hausdorff locally compact groupoid Ξ with unit space X is fixed. 
It is obvious that the result and the proof are abstract: they hold for general equivalence relations on Hausdorff topological spaces. The next step is to identify saturations in the groupoid case. If y ∈ Ξ x • x , then y = ξxξ −1 for some ξ ∈ Ξ x , but then r(ξ) = r(ξxξ −1 ) = r(y) = y , so y ≈ x . On the other hand, if y ≈ x , meaning that y = r(η) and x = d(η) for some η ∈ Ξ , we write
Thus we proved that O y = Ξ x • y . The other equality is obvious. Proof. This follows from lemmas 5.12 and 5.14.
For A, B ⊂ Ξ one sets AB := ξη | (ξ, η) ∈ (A × B) ∩ Ξ (2) . Note that, with such notations, one has Ξ Ξ x ⊂ Ξ x for every x ∈ X. Similarly, if U ⊂ X, one sets A•U := ξ•y | (ξ, y) ∈ Ξ× d X ∩(A×U ) . j η ∈ V x,U or, equivalently, that η ∈ ξ j V x,U ⊂ FV x,U . Since η is arbitrary, we checked that V x,U is syndetic, so x is almost periodic.
2. Suppose now that x is almost periodic; we show first that its quasi-orbit Q x is compact. Let U 0 be a compact neighborhood of x . Using (5.8) and the assumptions, for some compact set K one has
If Q x is not minimal, it contains strictly a minimal (and compact) set M . The point x does not belong to M , so there are disjoint open sets U, V such that x ∈ U and M ⊂ V . For an arbitrary compact set K ⊂ Ξ we show now that KV x,U = Ξ x , implying that in fact x is not almost periodic.
The set M being invariant, K −1 • M ⊂ M holds. Let W be a neighborhood of M with K −1 • W ⊂ V . Since M ⊂ Q x = Ξ x • x , there exists η ∈ Ξ x such that η • x ∈ M ⊂ W . Then
and thus K −1 η • x is disjoint from U . This shows that Ξ x ∋ η / ∈ KV x,U = Ξ x , finishing the proof.
Example 5.18. Let Ξ := X ⋊ θ G be the transformation groupoid associated to the dynamical system (X, θ, G) ; we use notations from Section 5. The orbit of x is θ G (x) and its quasi-orbit is θ G (x) . The fiber Ξ x identifies with the group G , and syndeticity of V ⊂ G means that KV = G for some compact V ⊂ G . In addition (x, b) • x ≡ (x, b)(x, e) θ b (x), b −1 = θ b (x), e ≡ θ b (x) , so the groupoid action • reproduces the action of the group. One recovers well-known criteria of minimality for dynamical systems, cf. [2, pag.11] and [20, pag.28,38,39] for instance.
